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DESIGN FOR EFFECTIVE STAFF DEVELOPMENT

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of. this paper is to present a design for effective staff

development. The rationale, philosophy and instructional 'design utilized

in the InstructiOnal Staff Development `(ISD) PrOgram.will provide/ the baais

for the 'design presented. Although the basic model was developed as nart.,of

a specific research project, it appears to have potential fox application

to other development programs or effoXts. /

The ISD program was conceptualized; .developed, pilot tested and field

. . '

tested as 'a cooperative research project of-the-Mid7continent Regional Educa*

tianal Laboratory located in Kansas/City, MissOUXii, alld the University ofA
Nebraska-Lincoln's Teathers College. The.results/of the field testare

reported in the 1971-72 ISD Field Test Assessment Repot. Assessment data

related to specific, teacher and student, behaviors are also reportedill papers

by'Lux:2 Joekel3 andyright.4

NEED FOR STAFF'DEVELOPMENT

If one can judiciously abaess the movements within education and:ia aware
'

. -

of the demands beingbroUght to bear'upon educatotsby the public, a- likely

.

.prediction for the future is that the teacher will play a greater multiplicity

of roles than .in the past, Teachers are faced with the task of inducing social,

J-Deaivee.L. Wright, John E. LuxAlan T. Seagren, Ronald Joekel,'19713:972
ISD Field Test Assessment Report, Mid - continent Regional Educational LaberatorYi,
Kansas. City, MissouriY 1972.

2John E:-Lux,'"DeVelOping/Modifying Student AffectiVe Behaviors." paper
to be presented at AERA, Chicago,, April, 1974..

3Ronald Joekel, "An Analysis of Teachers Verbal Inquiry Behaviors Using
the Inquiry AnalysisT$Yatem,"Paperto be presented at AERA, Chicago, April, 1974.

,..

4beliveeWright,:"An Analyisis.Of TeacherAnd StudentVerbalization Of
Cognitive Inquiry BehaviorsEefore And After PatticipationjnAthe;MeREL ISD '

paper /to
,

Program In Inquiry," -be presented at AERA, Chicago, Apri4 1974..
. . )
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mobility and protPiding a means, for gaining better living conditions 'and a

,

more satisfying life. 'Furthermore, they. are faced' with the demand"to aid in

the preservation of the democratic form of government in the United States and

at the same time are expected to encourage their students tolook at alF:sides

and to inquire into all facets of pertinent issues.

To enable the teacher to respond/to the aforementioned deMands, he must

no longer, be primarily a dispenser of information, or a trainer in the use offa

limited set of skills..., Educational technology promiseS to develop sophisti-
.

cated instructional systems that will partially replace. he dispensing- training

/
functions now delegated to the teacher, Programmed instruction and computer,

-assisted instruction will be Use&to\present information and pose. questions

based on a student'L prior knowledge; leading him through_a systemat14 program

allowing 'Maximum student gain for time and resource allotted:. The typical

:student in the school of the future may receive much of his education by

.P1

mech'anized means at an input - output computer station which will closely:
/77)

approximate the ideal tutor.

The objective of such innovations

accommodate different student. aptitude

are to individualize instruction to

and interests and to increase student

. .
\

participation in the learning process, Undet these circumstanceathe
):.

the teacher will change to an emphasis on-diagnosing pupil strengths and weak-

nesses, prescribing prOpriate inatructional taSks, prOViding individual

assistance to enable students to completetaaks,

role of

and offering guidance withtn,

-I

a warm, interpersonal,relationship.. Teachers will probably make greater use /of

small group Settings requiring interpersonal skills and understanding of the

social behaviors and social procesSes in group situations: An increasingly

significantneed in our complex society 'for individuals to, participate /

effectively/in.,grOups
/

engaging. In problem solving; decision making, and
. 1



1.

negotiating. It would appear that a major role of the teacher of the futures

will involve providing educational experiences relevant to group processes.

It would appear that today "students are "role rather than goal

oriented." Glasser5
. /

that students,had to find.their rolebefore any type.of,:goal orientation was

appropriate or meaningful. Teachers,, therefore, must design learning exper-
t

iences.frOM a different point of view than the traditional, goal oriented
.

motivational instructional strategies, and means of evaluaioh_currently.being

discussed this c9ncept.in aspeech in which.he-analyzed

utilized.

The role.of the teacher. is also: changing in relationship to land interact-

ing with parents in the community. Parents, are eXpecting and even demanding

that the professional knows specfficallY,what h iaabdutc'hOW h :plana.to

proceed and how he evaluates.what took place.' 4

0

In summary the-teacher of. today and the future should not be primarily an

imparter.of information. He must be a determiner ofeducational c4Mate,.a.

learnrng engineer and a designer of learning experiences,.'

Teacher; preparation in the past has not been, adequate to.prepare teachers

for the'neW roles they will be expected to perform. As described above it

'would be indeed fortunate if we could concretely and/for all time_specify'the

kinds:Of training, experiencet necessary toproyide hers with'ehe knowledge,

.skills,, and behaviors apptopriate for the new and'constantly changing roles
. .

,
I

that they-..will befrequired. to performs 41nfortnneeelythe information is not

'available .`to enable final answerE to be determined aa.the demendh.and wishes

of society constantly-change. Teacher.educatidn/ProgriMs will.evolve on the
,.. --

,,:. .1 i

basis ofthe' best. research evidence available and,constently be revised and

.'
1

5WilliaM Glasser, "SchOolg'.Without Failure'," aPeech given et Phi Delta
Kappan breakfast, Octobdr 23, 1969, Lincoln, Nebraska.

.,



modified. However, this task will never completed. There will be a

K.

vc

continuing need on the part of professionals for the acquisition of new,

004
knowledge, skills, and behaviors appropriate for the demands of society.

Therefore,,, it, appears there wil b4 a continuing need for staff, develop-

ment programs which are des gned to improve the effectiveness and increase

the competencies of profess oval 'educators. Programs designed should pro-

vide educatorswith'theakill required to meetthe changing demands of society

.and incorporate the Most current materialsand prOCedures.

RATIONALE FOR THE ISD PROGRAM

Within this broad context the ISD program.wasjonceived. The broad goal

of ;this program was to train teachers to exhibit behaviors which lead to

/inquiry skill development in students The focus on inquiry should not be

interpreted as meaning that the developers of the ISD program feel that the.

inquiry process is the only answer ,to providing meaningful, relevant educational

.

-
experiences'for students. The developers

.

recognize that -inquiry.
:

,V.

one technique which may,. or may not be more..appropriate than others. However,

the inquiry process is the primary focus of the ISD program.

The ISD program proceeds, from the frathe;ofref rence that it is not only

important for a teacher to be able to control his behavior in certain specified'

ways but. it is equally important that the.,teacher_Understands and is capable

;. ,

of. selecting from a wide'tange of alternatiVesthe strategy which As most.

.

appropriate in terms of the objectives and the typeLof'studenta with whom he is

attempting to communicate and relate. TherefOltiiTrogram ditfers froth,this

some skill training programs in that the program attempts to provide a broad

hese' of understanding of teaching skills and- behaviors aS

.

Specific skills neededto elicit_ related to inquiry. The intent Is

.

that teachers. musthayean understanding Of the total context within Which



. specific strategies function in order tO,bemore than technicians andfto'be
. ,1)

responsive to feedbackanpill input from students in terms of the objectives when

c

making.decisioriS and selecting alternate strategies.

Staff development programs for te&ers have traditionally concentrated on

the teaching processor the curricUlum,to be taughtor both 'elements,- In the

ISD Attogram, the emphasis Is priiarily nritheprocessof teaching with currie.

,.ulum cOnaidetations entering only in Component IV. This does not imply. that

Ithe developmentof,cur iculum materials and the_Otudy of new content is not

important, but it dots r cogniae Our belief:that Individual.staftdevelOpMent

/

programs Must 'focus . on one major aspect of teaching to'be successful. Evidence:

.froM the past curriculum innovations indidatesthat suCeess.is:contingent.upon
. ,

the ability .ofteachers to control and'modifytheir behavior so ite'congruent

with: (1) the intent of the material being utilized, (2) the theory behind

-these materials -and (3 the activities designed to accom lish the ma or

objectives of the curriculum. The 1SD,program eMphasizes the.proces's of

structuring and

inquiry planning,

teaching and focuses on influence pattern,' inquiry skills,

'organizational skills; inquiry strategies, inquiry phases,

and affective behaviors.

The program attempts: to help a teacher recognize what he is doing and how

s behaViOrs Might belmodifiedto improve learning.

a

'.The prograM-recognizes that:many teachers have had little or no experiences

in inquiry teaching and that.their:style of .teatning.is normally of an expository

6
nature. .,This program has been designed to assist teachers to modify their

instructional -behavior moving btepby step from the*noninquiry expository

6Elbert Brooks; "Jhe Effect ofAiternaEive.Techniques for Modifying:
Ieacher.Behavior," abstract, 1967, p: 13 and Edmund J. Amidon and Ned. A.
Flanders,.The'llale of:the Teacher in the Classroom, Minneapolis: Paul S..4,b

Amidon and Associates, Inc.; 1963, p.



strategies of:leCtUre and recitation into the teacher directed inquiry sLrat-

egiesof Teacher Diretied Inquiry and Toward Student. Directed Inquiry and then

to Pupil'Centered

Teachers.are.decision makers. They become better decision makers when

they are capable of selecting and using the best strategy available to them in

aCcordance with the objective of the learning experience.

PHILOSOPHY

The'philosophy underlying the ISD program is that the training.and exper-

iences tirovided for teachers should model and utilize skills and behaviors which

..% .

teachers.araexpected to utilize with students tn their classroom. In other

. .

words ISD proceeds from the philosophy of inquiry into inquiry. ,
/
As defined

earlier, the -ISD project involves the development of%autonomous inquirers who";

.
have the understanding and akin to function independently-ofoietightly controlled-

.

'learning environment. Through the concept of inquiry_into iniluiryithe same

..learning conditions are:C:reated.for participants in the training program
.

through open active dialogue, and freedom to inquire, explore and accommodate

according to their individual needs and abilities.

Smith expanded on the concept of inquiry,into inq iry as it. affects train-:

tingsfor teachers.- He wrote:

The behavior changes necessary.,for teachers to function':
effeCtively in the:newcurricula require .a/new:aPprOachto:'
the preparatiOn oCteachera that must of nedessity take into
-consideration the modern conception of knowaege:As inVentedf
ratherthad discovered. Teacher eduCatora'hava an Obligation

. to see that the prospective teacher comes eoliave;an under:
standing of how and for what purpose;'Our:concePtS were /

forOulated, how .they were validated, andWhat effedt thaj-
formulationand validation. have on theapplication0f: tO6se:.
concepts in and educational'setting. .This auggests thae.We
attempt to4deVise and validate an inquiry approach to teacher
education.!

V
Ilichard B. Smith "The: Implication of Inquiry. S ructures:lor the Teacher

EdUcation:Curriculum",,The Teacher.of Teadhe EdOcati n XXFali; 190) p.

/



By design, the trainers will "model" the openness.of an.inquiry situation,

will recognize the participants as decision-makers, and will provide data in

response to questions and prOblems.. This philosOphy presents certain kinds of

problems in the development of training materialt since the types of experiences,

materials utilized, and:the alternatives cannot be limited. The trainer,Must

selett.from.alternatives the strategy. which seems most appropriate on the:basis'

of feedback from participants in the training program. The training; utilized

the process of active inqUiry. It is assumed that eumprehenston of the nature

and uses, f the knowledge acquired will be increased; furtherMare, the. deVelop-
.

ment-of,skills in applying this knowledge will be reinforCe

ASSUMPTIONS RELATED TO THE ISD PROGRAM

The ISD.,program is based on the following assumptions:

Teacher BehaVior'Can Be Modified and Changed.

Flanders, in 1962, made several assumptiont that( were Uatie to. teacher

'
behavior. These included that only a teacher can change his own behavior;

, .
\

that changet can occur In:teathing

\

methods; thatno one pattern of teaching.

can be adopted uniVersallY'bTall teachers; and that the most effective

environment for Changeallowt for freedom .of people to exprest their feel-.
,

1ings.and/ideas, encourages selfrdirectionand is free of .coercion. 8

AMidon and Flanders summarized the results of a nuMber.ofstudiet in-

volving modification of behavior:

Student teachers who had been taught:interaction analysis
differed,significantly from t ose who he'been exposed to
traditional'teacher education programs.

8Ned 4. Flanders "Using Interaction Analysis in the.In7service Training of.
Teachers,Journal'af Experimental Education, 30: 113-6, 1962.:

9Amidon and Flanders, cit., The'Role of the Teacher in the Classroom,

1967, 90.



/ Teaching is. A specific'form: or set of forma, of habitualiaed
/human behaVior. It is. observable, measurable, analyzable, differ-
entiatable, and modifiable.

Only the.teacher can make Changes in his classroom behavior.
-Othersmay.help in the process Of change, but they, cannot do,so ')
unless the teacher himself desires' a,change. The desire to under:

\

stand-and improve ones own behavior is . .'.the major prerequisite
of behavior change7Tr-

2. Behavioral Analysis of Teaching Both Desirable and Necessary for
u,

a Change of Teacher Behavior,

The teacher. . .is continually exerting influence on the
children and on the leaning situation. . . ., By studying his
own behavior in some sy tematic, objective manner, the teacher
may gain further insight into his own pattern of influence. As
he gains inaighP into h s behavior, he may decide. . .that he
wants to change his be avior because either.he is not achieving
what he thought he was achieving, or he is, not achieving what he
has decided he wants to achieve on the basis of new insights about
how children learn.12

When ohe says that teaching is a set of habits, one is,also
implying that such behavior is most imitable. Habits can be
changed. Though they can become remarkdbly resistant to altera-
tion, .teaching styles are not necessarily fixed for all time.

L Almost everyone, who has worked as a teacher or with teachers
over along enough time has been able to see his own and other:
Styles undergo some change usually very gradually but sometimes
with startling suddenness.

All too often efforts to bring about.change in deeply in-
grained habits, are rather naive and superficial in approach. The
teacher concerned seldom has seen what his present habits are
clearly and fn enough detail that he can begin to grapple realisti-

.

cally with them. And the alternative styles to which he might (move
are discusged in vague and fuzzy language. It_wOuld be my contention
that the specific analysis of teaching habits provides the most
adequate and efficient baSis for intelligent.change.13

16Gale WI; 'Rose,: PerformanceEvaluation and. OrOWth in Teaching,!!
Kappan.XLV:(October, 1963), p. 49.

1

.11E4mund'I..,A.Midon and Ned A. Flanders,' The Role
Revised Edition,.-(Minneapolis, Minnesota: Associations
Inc., 1967) p.2. \\

\PhiDelta

f Teacher in the Classroom
for ProductiV&Teaching

'

12Ibid., pp. 1;2.

13 Rose, op..



77 i.

Teachers are concerned about their behavior4 and the influence Which.

they have on .."students in the classroomandthey are,' interested in imprOving

'their performance (behavior) throUgh a process of self analysis.

Teachers have never had an'empirically verified, theory to
'serveas'a basis for their classroom behaVior. Yat, perceptive
teachershaveaensed that the quality and quantity of teacher -n
upil:intyvction is a.,critiCal dimension of effective 'classroom
teaching.

Without a way of 'objectively deScribihktheAlature.nf
claSsrpom interacts n, teachers inthe;paSt.havehad no way
of Capturing the elusive` phenomenon of theirIhstruttional
behavior, the Climate'thatit creates in...their tiassrooM,
ands the effeikof this climate hilStudent.,:attitu&s and
achievement.

7

Apparently teachers have a great interest in and need
fordbjective inforMatioh about, their own patterns of in-,
flUertce, how. these pattern's match their intent ons;:.and,
whether the differences\theyexp&oted. from dif erent patterha'f.
did or did not occur.16,

Providing teacher with information about their teaching perforMance

in the'forM,of feedback is important if teachers are totOdify

their behaviors.
1

\The communication of:data.about the effect of a person's'
i ,

' i ,
.%

behavior on:others-hack to that person is termed feedback:, Itis,
an:eseential,aid to the teacher who is trying to understand and
iMpt,OVe-his'classrOom behavior. .Programs organized ifor helping

'teachera to derstandtheit behavior and to-plan:behpior change
must have pr vision'for atieffective feedback system,

14E.dmund J. Amidon and John, B. HoUgh, Interaction Analysis: Theory; Research,`
and Application (Reading; Mass:. AddisOn-Wealey Publishing,. Company, 1967)

15Ibid, p, 2.

/

16
Ned A.flanders', Teacher Influences,. Pupil Attitudes, and Achievement,.

U. 8.'Department of Health.' Education, aid WelfareOffice of EdUcation,
'Cooperative Research MOnograph,No'.-12; 1.65,.p. 44. 5
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5. Teachers can be assisted.by supervisors in the process Of analysis and

.

assessment if the supervisor .focused on 'specific kinds of teaching behaviors.

.

teachers. would be precisely the function of: providing, complete,
. the ,best functiOn of the so-called "supervisor" by

accurate feedback of'the teacher-pupil,situation and the supplying
itof a range of alternatives to unsuccessful procedures.. 'Perhaps it
is rather silly. to urge teachers to "Improveff-until they know .quite
specifically what it 1 18that ia\uot working and what other ways of
wbrking.are available.

, ,

6. Teachers; must have a broad. understanding- of the instructional poe'ess

in order to\select the alternative which is most appropriate on theibasis
7 '..

of objectives and students.
.

Where several alternat,ive patterns of behavior on the part' of
the teacher arelikely to be e4ually successful in producing the
d&Sired,Iearning Condition, then thatone which: s moot %

generated in teachers should be specified in the method.9

By analyzing their classroom behavior and refleCting on
alternate7apprdaches to teaching specific lessons, this could
possibly lead the teacher to higher level.objectivea, methods,,
and expressions that would maximize the potential: for stressing,
more Culturalvaluesin approved`ways, teaching could become
more effective; 'Thus, teachers could become more efficient at
carrying out the socialiationi)roCess,in'the classroom.2Q

DESIGN OF INSTRUCTION

One of the difficulties in stafidevel4ment programs in-the past has been

they have focused on providing, only information or instruction to keaOlets.

Often little Or'no consideration has been iven to assistin eachers in

practicing new skills, implemenling theab skillsAn'the-clasarooli'and asaesSina

the effectiveness of the alternatiVesselected..:The design of instruetit

18Gale W. Rose, "Performance Evaluation and Gra
'KePpan XIS (October, 1963), p.'"c5a.

for

th. in Teaching, Phi Delta

19Norman g., Wa1leh andltpbert M. W. Travers, ":11214xsluedinvestiatim:.Kof
Teaching Methods'," "Handbook of lisgi41cial_pARhiak,s' ed. N!,. L.'Gage.,(Chicago:
Rand McNally and CoMpany, 1963), p. 485.

lng
-%4ayne Rdbersan,"Thellreparation of an Instrum rfor the Anal sis ofleacher.

Classroom Behavior," (unpublished dissertation, University of Arito* 18.07) P. 08.

: ;



. ,

each of the: coMponents, of- this program proceeds from five,baaic and 'Sequential

steps illustrated in Figure f\on page 12

Step 1. .S'e-noitization - .(zanawarenees of specific behaviors or skills).

.,n this. particular part, of instruction the emphasis is on making teachera aware

that there are many alterna.ti.ves or strategies which: might employed in any

given teaching-learning situation making them aware of the kinds of behaviors

and skills, which Might be'approptiate withinthesestretegies. The intent here

is on motivation to stimulate and expand their. thinking. ConsideratiotiMust-
-

be given o entry level and levels of readinass ThtEAagtofiompetencies of

)any greuppUteachers is as wide or large as the range in any group of students

- ;

Conaideration needs to be 1Ven to,this rangeand'e eriencee-desi ned and

provided to reach a broad range.° levels of readiness.
,

Step 2. Instruction - Unowiedge and Understanding of specific skills or

behaviors). IruthW phase of-instruction the emphasis is on the Particular,
\

, -

skills or behaviors which have been identified\es-being appropriate for: that'

Component, 'Ibis is the most structured part of.thedesign. However, even in

part: actual examples of teachers whoare participating -in the prtgram are

used as indicators of progress and level oUreedineas; It has beeniblind. that-
by using actual. classroom tapes or practicetapete,palctiglariLL!

program as a part, of instruction the acceptance of the instructional program

has been enhanced,, and level of readiness can be identified and instruction can

begin...fromthatAapint.,

Step 3. Practic- (the opportunity to try An controlled situations the

behaviors or Skills): The recognition of-the:importance of pralOticing.specific.,

skills and 'behaviors has always existed. Tbo often t,iisdimetision has been

ignored and we haVe assumed-that teachers can implement new skilISStd ehav

lors in-the cleastoom.after they have received instruction or haveeome
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cognitiVe knowlege about a teaching stratagem. When attempts are made to

change or modify behaVior the results are,not alwayS successful and frustration

results. The,importance of practice in the preparation of teachers' was en-

hanced through the studies by Allen and associates. concerning the Micro Teach

ing Technique at Stanford University 21
Inthis program the intent is that

participants will have anopportunity to practice the_skills or behaviors for

'which they have received instruction in controlled or ideal situations. In

most, components micro teaching is.conducted with small' groups' of students 'from

the classrooms of the participants and done in the school where the teacher is

functioning. Thisis an important dimension of the design and a.pa4-of many

of the. components is a debriefing session following the practice sessions, In

the debriefing session the emphasis is on _the ability of leachers to perform,

to raise questions and seek clarification about the instruction which they

have previoUsly. received.

Step 4. Implementation - The focus here is putting into operation the

.skill or behavior in' the normal classroom situation,. In the practice session

the locus was only on the particular behavior or skill being studied or analyzed.

The emphasis in thisphase is that-if teachers have successfully mastered the

skill or behavior, they shOUld be able to incorporate this specific behavior or

skill within their total repertoire of skills and behaviors. This step also is

\\related to the ability of teachers to select that alternanve which might be

most appropriate within a given situationte provide3 and 4 ,provide opportunities

to individualize the instruction Levels of expgctationjandperformance.

.should be realistic in terms of entry behavior and leyeis of-readiness.

These two steps 'also provide opportunities for the development of speciali-

21Dwight .Allen and 1.evin.' Ryan, Microteaching, Reading, Massachusetts:
Addison-Wesley.P.ublishing Company, Inc., 1969. 17;

13



zation in certain behaviors or ski 41

. -
Step 5. Assessment - Two types: (1) How effectiye was the alternative

(skill or behaiior) sejlected in accomplishing. the intended goals? (2) How

,
effective was the teacher in controlling his behavior or utilizing the

skills as intended? In the assessment Part of the design consideration must

. .

be, given to the setting ,in which the teaching episode took place. Some

determination must be made as to the effectiveness of the alternative selected.

1

This determination is. often made by the participants. Sometimes the trainer

being aware of. the circumstances and'situation..,a4.the teaching episode may think

that,another alternative may have been more appropriate. Therefore, the

participants must have a major impact on'this. The 'real emphasis of_thia step

A .

is onifeedback and self - assessment. The teacher is asking, were desired out-,

come results achieved,. -and secondly analyzing his behavior in terms of contrt-

bution, or distraction, from learning outcomes.

PURPOSE OF THE.ISD PROGRAM

The purpose of the ISD program is to train teaChers.to-utilize behacriors

which encourages' in uiry skill developMent by students:: The trograth involves

six sequential components..TOving from an orientation to inquiry,tp the develop-7.

'ment of:Pupil inquiry behaViors.,

GENERAL GOALS OF THE ISDPROGRAM

The. ISD program is'based on the idea that certain knoWledge, skills,-and

attitudes are necessary to develop theteacherbehaviora 1equired to iffiplement
. . /

inquiry teaching- As teachers proceed'Ahrough the six components, the program

focuses on achieving the following general :goals:

1. Teachers recognize they can control and, modify.their instructional

influence behaViors. /



0

Teachers have an understanding and knowledge abOut the inquiry process.

'"\N-
Teachers recognize the importance of various in

\

use these skills in their teaching.

skills and can

4.. Teachers) recognize the various phaes of inquiry

phases in the classroom.

5. Teachers recognize the cognitive or structuring skills.

an use these

and affective

behaVtors that areconducive to inquiry,and can use these-skills and

behaviors in the classroom.

6 Teachers recogniie thes®.mportance of inquiry planning and planning

related to both content and process.

7: Teachers recognize the various strategies for inquiry and'can. use

these strategies in the classroom.

s,

DEFINITION OF TERMS

"
For urppies of the ISD program these terms'are defined as follows:p

1'. Inquiry A set of activities directed towards solving an open number

of related problems inwhich the student has as his principal'kocus a

productiVe enterprise leading to increased understan

. \
'

and application.
22

2. .Skills or Behaviors For the purpose of .the ISD project, skills and
,

behaviors Ore used interchangeably. In examiningand analyzing dhe'teachin

learning process, a nuMber ofactivities...can be isolated which divide the

teachin.vact into smallerunits. A skill or behavior is .a domponent,part

of the larger Gestalt oLthe teaching/act. .Skills or behaviors .can, be macro

or micro in nature. Once the skills or behaviors have been identified-theY

beccime usefulivehicles for analyzing and describing the'teaching sOt'and

provide a focus for practice inattempting to improve the teaching act.

22Richard Bingman, ed., Inquiry Objective in, the Teaching of Biology,
Kansas City, Missouri: .Mid-.continent-Regional Edudational Laboratory, 1969,



3. Inquiry Skills For the ISD project, inquiry skills consist of

Observable dialogue exhibited by teachersand students classified into

thirtyl-four specific categories of the inquiry Analysis System.
23

4. Inquiry into Inquiry - A sincere effOrt has been made in this
. raining.

program:t "practicewhat we preach," The content of the program onsists

of a method designed to develop autonomous inquirers, learners who ave the

understanding. and skill

learning environment.

same

open

to function indePeindently of a tightly cont olled

ConSequently, an effort has been made to create the

learning, conditions for participants in this,ttaining progtamthrough

active:dialogue, and freedom'66'-inquireexplore, and accoMModate

abilities of the participantaJaccording to the individual, needs. a

teacher set-a pattern of inflUence that5. Influence Contacts

spreads through;.,the claasroothe influence.f the teacher, more than ,any

1

other individual, sets climate of theclass.'. 'The teachercontrols.his

.owns influence primarily-hy usIng.aPpropriate statements during spontaneous

_interaction.24 'For. the ISD project influence is defined as the degree to

which e student is dependent orindependent.upon the teacher to patticipate

in th- ing activity aS'easeased by the directness-indirectneaa measure-
i

the

ment Inquiry Analysis Program.

. 1

6. In. r trate les .- :.Inquiry; strategies are developed grouping

inquiry sk is int9 spedific'patterns of instruction, .The.StrategieSare
.

compOsed of nquiry-dialogUe, structural,Skills, and affective skills

which regulate the patternofbehavioi that spreads throughout the class

room involVing di ction-And freedom on the parts of the teacher and the

23Alan T. Seagren,et'ali InquirY'Skills,COMponent Behaviors and .

An InquirylUscUsSion, Model, Ttainet, Assessment,,Kansas..City, Missouri:
crcontinentRegiOnal Educational Laboratory-,1969, Appendix A. : /

d.

Mid-

anders,' Teacher .Influence: 'Pupil Attitudes and Achievement',

U.S. Office of Education Cooperative Research Project NO.. 197 .(Minneapolis:

University of Minnesota, 1960,) p..11

16
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students. .For the ISD project, groupilgs,of skills or strategies ftr

specific\models of inquiry instruction are identified as TDI,25 Teacher

Directed,Inquiry, TSDI,26 Toward Student Directed Inquiry, and PCI,27 Pupil

Centered-I quiry.

7. Inquiry Process Inquiry process is defined as the total act of
, 4 .

inquiring. The process includes skil,s, strategies, phases, and planning.

with result in inquiry.

X
8. Inquiry Phases - Inquiry phaSes ate the specific function making up..

I '1
the process of inquiry instruction. The ISD prOject specified ten func-P::),
tions as inquiry phases which are exclusively identifiable, in inquiry

instruction., These functions concerned: 1) factual data, 2) analyses;

Interpretation;

0

inquiry, 5) feelings, and

/

relationships, 3) hypothesds,

II

tilude, 6),procedures, 7)

or problem, 9) assessment

process, 10) non-inquiry behavio r. /

/

it i

8) identification of goal

4) process of ingnitY into

sensual observations;,

9 _ Inquiry. Planning Inquiry planning,i

//-

student for inquiry activities. This

1) specific model of inquiry, 2)

1) structuring behaviors, and 4) .

implementation of structural and a

'of content, goal or

preparation.by.the teacher or

activity

appropriate inquiry
\, .

fectiVe behavior's

""..

ective oehaviOrs

Would

teacher and student.
/

I.

/

10: Cognitive or Structuring Inquiry: Skills - CognitiVe4nquiry skills are

include selection of:

.:
dialogue skills,.

SeleCtion and

are:activibies of

of an organizational nature which are-a part\o or promote inquiry.

1"Alan T. Seagren,/et el, inquiry .Skills :.Component Behavior and
.

An Inquiry Discussion Model, Kansas-City, Missouri:- Mid- contient Regional:
Educational Laboratory, 1969, . '

2/Alan T. Seagren,
for Component .v.

. .

et al, Pupil Centered Inquiry



Cognitive. inquiry skills identified in the ISD prOgram are 1) goal setting,.

2) data collecting, 3) data interpretation,, 4) hypOthesizing, 5) decision making,

and 6) assessment of goal achievement.

11. Affective Behaviors.., Affective behaviors are expressions of feelings,..

attitudes; and values which are a part of or promote inquiry. The ISD program

includes the b \oad behaviors of 1) openness, 445) inquiry-orientation with

specific Verbelized,behaviors within each of the categories.

12. Behavioral Analysis of Teaching - Behavioral, analysis of teaching is

the process of analyzing the teaching act by focusing on specific skills or

behaviors on'the part of 'the teacher or student. Both, subjective and objective

types of analysis can be made but the limiting factor is that theobehavior.

.must lie'observable.and can be identified.

COMPONENTS OF 'THE PROGRAM

There are many strategieS for organizing and structuring educational Programs.

*stems analysis, Currently used in b s ess;.defaiise and'aerospace industriaS

and found tobe an effective' mrgani"zaltional .teChnique, appears to be applicable
, .

for pAanning and .controlling, purpoSes in the field,of-education as well. Th

lattice technique has been chosen as'the organizational strategy for this program
1

because ofits SppropriatenesS

lattice techniquals:the breaking down of the curriculum into its component

/

parts And elements andorganiling these components and /elements-into lo

'

to the instructional requirements. Basic to the

systematic sequences. The sequencing of the components in this program begins

with the simple kinds of skills'and behaviors. and proceeds to'those'which are
\

More complex Therefore,.:the program also proCeeds from the teacher,centered-
. -

\

.

classroom. to the situation:where a pUpil.may be independently involved in,inquiry

situations. The typical teacher today is likely to be in front of a classiooM

of '30 .students .where he is in charge. To change or mOdify/thii'beheypr,,the
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ptogram begins from the point where most.teacherpresently are and attempts

to.provide teachers With 'the undeistanding and skills necessary to Change

and modify their'behavior to promote pupil centered learning..

Component.I - Orientation to Inquiry ,..

Goal - A' general orientation to the instructional style emphasizing-the inquiry

Component. I was designed to be an initial effort to:developA common

understanding among teachers of the concept of inquiry. and,tO proVide an

overview of the'entiregroject.. Attention was kocused on *(1) attempting to

develop a common conceptualization of the terms of.inquiry and (2) the. ability

f.participantsto identifyclasatOom discussion'episodes.as inquiry ot non=

inquiry on the basis of, their present understanding.

Component II - Inquiry Influence

Goal -:To develop within teachers interaction analysis interpiretation skills and

an awareness of influence patterns.'

The intent of this,component was to enable teacheta 65 better. understand

the impact of verbal behavior onstudents. The objective was .63 hava.Participants

gradually structure the verbal influencepattern't0.Move atUdentg froth teachet

direCted student dependent_ inquiry to increasing the student!S itndependence.of.

teacher direction. Practicewas.given:tO-garticipants,in controlling their

influence behavior.: Another major goal of this component was to Take teaChers.

aware -that. they:Cadcontrol their inflUencej5ehavior in predetermined Way's. The
.

.._

primary.IOcus of.instructiOn was the 10 basic categories from Flanders Interaction'

Analysis System: The study. of Flanders Interaction Analysis SyStemger.se does

not necessarily facilitate inquiry. In terms of the sequence of the program it

is a necessary step to provide a basis for lurther components and to provide

teachers with experiences in interpreting and-modifying specific =dimensions of.

P4itheir behavior:.



. Component III Inquiry Skills.

/ 'Goal - TodevelOp within teachers inquiry skills which promote the' development.

ofinquiry'skills in pupils..

Emphasis in this. component focused on the inquiry Analysis System. The

Inquiry Analysis System consists of an expansion of the 10 basic categories cif,

Flanders Interaction. Analysia into 34 sub-categories which focus on ,specific ;

inquiry behaviors. Participants were also introduced to cognitive or structuring

inquiry skills and affective inquiry behaviors. The primary 'emphasis in Component

III was an expansion -of the influencedimenSion to the inqUiry teaching skills.

Component IV - Behavioral Objectives

Goal -.Todevelop within teachers skills in analyzing and formulating inquiry

behavior objectives and plans.

This component is designed to transfer the teachers attention from aCquiring

specific'teaching skills to applying these skills within a framework of planning

for inquiry in the classroom.. In general it was designedbtO help the teacher

recognize.how.insfructional objectives are related to teadhinglakilla and

iow..to incorporate. instructional 'objectives in their planning and teaching.

,
-Practice was provided.tc gain experience in-planning and utilizinginquiryteath7-

v,
I

'ing style in both micro teaching and classroom situations..

Component V - Pupil Centered Inquiry

Goal - The goal here is to develop within teachers behaviors which promote

pupil centered inquiry.

Emphasis.in this component focused on both teacher and pupil behaviors

which exemplify pupil centered inquiry. Skills,, inquiry phAses, and affective

behaviors were identified,/ analyzed, and practiced by' both teachers and pupils.

Both small and large group inquiry were analyzed and practiced; giving partici-

Pants experience wilthmew inquiry settings. Effective teacher-pupil decision



making was stressed, preparing both teachers and pupils for more self-directed

inquiry.

Component. VI - Affective Behaviors Which Promote Inquiry

'Goals - To develdp within pupils affective behaviors which are supportive of and

necessary for group inquiry.

This component is designed to shift focus from teacher behaviors that promote

'inquiry to thOSe affective and social behaviors which need to be developed in

4., students for effective inquiry. Students are moved toward positions of re7

.spOnsibility which allows them to be more.independent of the teacher and to

function in a cooperative role in a climate of relative autonomy,

....

This strategy involves,4bre responsibility and independenc- on the part of
.

.

.
.

,

%

pupils. They may be involved in both cooperative efforts. with other.students or

independent ofothers. Pupils become more independent from the teacher at

certain critical decision-making poin.'

.MODELS. ,

To assist teachers. in, their own behavior -and .selecting appropriate

alternatives, .models of teaching behaviors have been developed: 'These models

were not developed with the intent that they be' emulated by the teacher or

superimposed upon the teacher. They are intended to be utilized as guidelines

by teachers in'assisting them in-selecting-the alternativesan&assessing the

outcomes. i Inquiry teaching: and learning take a variety of forms varying according'v

to the amount of freedom. given. to thalearner to make decisions on the content

and the procesS to-b .followed. The various teaching and learning forms are

called inquiry strategies. .In'this project three distinct inquiry. strategies

have been conceptualized and deVeloped into models. These models have been used.:

as a part of theinstructional packages in. the various components.. They provide



a theoretical framework on which to blase the instruction which focused on

influence, skills, and behavioral objectives. *indicated.in the'design of

the components, these,also proceed from simple complex in terms Of t1e

. pterequisite skills and behaviors on thepart of. teachers. Each of the'modelS

is specified in terms:of ranges of percentages and behavioral. keys which'are

derived from theten basic categoiies of Flanders' Interaction Analysis and the

subcategories of the Inquiry-Analysis System.

1. ITDI - Teacher - Directed. Inquiry

This strategy is teacher and question centered withthe teacher leading the

learners to desired discussions and decisions. Students inquire into the

concepts or pioblems designatediby the teachet and in the designated piocees:,

(leading questions prepared by the teacher and asked. in a logical sequence).

2. TSDI - Toward Student-Directed. Inquiry

This strategy is still teachersdirected, blut it encourages more student

. .

ideas,,initiated by the learners themselves.. It is more idea:Centered than
''.

question centered and_More pupil ce teied than teacher Centered. The teacher

utilizeS more indirect influence behaviors to:encourage the students to inquire

,

freely. ,Opportunities for students to make decisions as to content (after

/ :

.

content goals have been .identified by teacher) are available in this strategy.

The.teacher still directs the process of inquity; but again, the students have.
fi

more freedom.to-make dicisions as to nixt steps and process evaluation.

3. PCI - Pupil-Centered Inquiry

I /
This strategy is student centered.

/
the direction of the teacher to determine both content and process. It may be

class inquiry, group, inquiry; or individual inquiry. The teacher assumes, the e.

role.of the prober, organizer, and facilitator rather than the role of

The learners have. much freedom under

information giver. Once a concept or probleM is attempted by the learners,

either from their own decision.or from the suggestions of the teacher, they

22



proceed to'deterMinethe data available, the hypothesis to investigate, the

validity of the data, the determination of conclusions, and the assessment

and application of conclusions reached.

These models are specified in terms of behaviors and skills which are

. . .

congruent with the instruction received in the compOnents of the program.

TRAINING

For purposes of ,training, the following have been identified:

,

T1, 's 7'Specialisis.at the,UniversitYcf NebraskaLLincoln'Who.have partici-

pated in the deVelopment oaf these materials and who are competent to crain trainers.

T2 s Trainers who have gone through the program components and who have

received

intervene

specific

teachers.

special, training in uae of the Materials. They:will he Competent to

, make addOtatiOns and select alternatives within the programs for

needs and requirlmenta of the, school district and for 'individual

T3's - Classroom teachers for whom, the training. in these components was

designed.

It is fundamental to-the Utilizatiorrof this StaZ,rdeyeloment program

that trainers .(T2's)-WhO desire to work with classroom.teachers ,(T.sa .$) will

receive training from the individuaIs:who developed the program .(Ti's).,

EVALUATION

'Four:tpes bf evaluation, data are collected in the ISD program.-

1. Teacher and Student Classroom Performance data are

Verbal behavior observational instruments:

collected using three

Sc. The Inquiry Analysis System (IAS) is a modification of `Flanders'

Interaction Analysis which codes.thirty-four subcategories of

behaviors. This instrument is used with. Components I to IV: This

provides data on where each participant is in relation to the



.t

InqutryModels Since they are described in terms of some' of these

categories.

b. The Revised Inquiry. Analysis SyStem (Revised IAS) is a three

column simultaneous coding of teacher verbal behaviors, student

verbal behaviors, And cognitive inquiry behaviors. It is used in'

conpInction WIthCOmponent:V. The PCI model.ie expressed in terms

of these categories of behaViors.

c. The-Affective BehaviorChecklist is a system which codes 'aeventeen

.

.yerbaliy.,.expressed a0ective inquiry behaviors.' These are.speCific..
.

. .

, . .

.

. .

behaviors -which are Categorized as "openness" or"inqUiry orientation " "...

This,instrument'is used with Component Vt.

Written Pre-Posttests on. each Component are as fdllows:.

a.Component I Pre- Posttest -involves the identification of.ten audio-

taped classroom episodes as examples of either inquiry or nan-

inquiry. It is used to indicate changes in the participant's

perceptions of what. constitutes a :inquity Session.

b. CoMponent II'Pre7Posttest;ProVides sirs iteMs

\on the degree: to which each participant can

Analysis Coding. The pretest

of Compreherniion.of IA before

lied accordingly.:;

determine. the

Component III

which .give:.information.

nteTpret interaction

,

maybe:used to,determine:theievel.

.

instruction's° sessions may be

The pos test.xesults will enable the .trainer to
4 .

succesa of instruetion4 this ooMponeot,;-
....-

.

Pre-Posttest-is an easy which asks the par-
.,

ticipans to describe teaching:6ohaviorS .stUdent-centered

inquirY discussion.. The`.. number and sPecifyitY of Wiaviors'tain-

tioned providean,indeXto: the .participant s-goncgpts of this type.

of 'inquiry.

24
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d. Component IV Pre-yosttest provides the trainer with information, on

the ability of each participant to (1) identify behavioral objectives,

(2) write behavioral objectives, (3) classify according to the

Taxonomy ,28 and (4) .p'l'an in terms of these factors. The pretest may

be used to deterMine appropriate instruction in this component and to

determine effectiveness of instruction.

a. Component V Pre-Posttest is in two parts. The-first part consists

of four written items on ,the definition of PCI, teacher and student

behaviors appropriate for PC1, and interpretation of coding from

the- Revised 1AS . inStrument. in the second 'part, participants are

asked to identify PCI. episodes from five videotaped sessions..

Concepts of the PCI strategy are reflected by this instrument.

Component VI Pre-Poettest includeS ten videotaped episodes from

which particpants are asked to identify affective .behaYiors. The

trainer can- determine to which affective inquiry behaviors each

participant is sensitive and which ones need additional work.

3. Participant opinionnaires are used in each component to ,determine the
, -

teacher's attitudes and feelings about the strengths and, weaknesses of instruc-
c-'

tion and to get recommendations for changes. This also provides the participant

with a reason to review the component'-s activities and tn-put theM in perspective.

4. Pupil attitudes are determined in two ways: student questionnaires are

given at the end of Component V and of Component VI. After participation in

small group activities, students are orally interviewed-On.their feelings about

the session.

28Beniamin S. Bloom; -ed.
Cognitive Domain, -(New York: David McKay Company, Inc.) , 1956.
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1971-72 IS

EVALUATION OF'ISD PROGRAM

iously mentioned the results-of the field test are reported in the

Field Test Assessment Report.29 The effectiveness of the program

design 4, reflected in selected findings and conclusions from the study:

1. Favorable attitudes by both trainers and participating teachers were .

expressed toward microtea0ing and critiques, group discussions, coding

with observational techniques, and the program in general.

2. All participating teachers exhibited more indirect, open, student-centered,

and analysis level behavioral patterns.

.3. All participating teachers improved their ability to. plan in behaviOral

terms but did not often consider the Taxonomy or integre behavioral

objectives and other instructional skills.

4. Student involvement increased with a total mean of 21:1:percentistudent

talk to 81.1 percent.

5. The variety of specific cognitive-\nquiry behaviors increased in three of

the four trainers 'groups In 'l1 cases, the amount of factual.data was

reduced while data interpretation

to 39.4 percent). Other behavior

and analysis were increased (14.1'percent i

categories which increased included

"affective'," "procedures;" "sensory observations, " "Probleth identification,"

and "assessment."

6. Use of specific affective inquiry behaviors by participating teachers and

their students increased, with "openness" behaviors occurring more frequently

than "inquiry orientation" behaviors.

7. Results of student questionnaires Indicated that students enjoYed their work;.

they felt they learned-both content and process and vOuld like to continue.

with inquiry. They tended to prefer' inquiry to other learning. strategies.

lo
'-'Wright, at al., op. cit., 1971-1972 ISD Field Test Assessment Report.

26
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8. All trainers were enthusiastic about the ISD program in inquiry. Feelings

were unanimous that trainers.needed released time, that technical quality

of video and, audio training taptts should be improved, and that participants

.should have feedback from the Pre-Post Tests.

9. All teachers indicated a positive feeling about the ISD program. All those

completing final opinionnaire& indicated that they would recommend the

program to.other teachers, that they planned to continue use of inquiry

the future, and. that their students enj9)ed It. They especiallylikelan

oppc4tunity to view their own behaviors and the,use of video recordings.

All indicated that the program had been a .beneficial experience for them.

10. Students responded positively to the program indicating 'that they enjoyed
//'

it and felt they learned both content and, process. In general, they wanted

to use inquiry more as they preferred this type of instruction.30

The general goals of the ISD Progrum_were achieved. Data concerningobje

tides for each component are reported in the assessment report.31-

SUMMARY

The need for programs designed to increase the..competencies of professionals

will continue to exiatiecause.1). the, expectations of society will continue "`to

change in terms of:toles and responsihlities of teachers;.2)'the research related

to teaching and learning will provide new insights, and 3) new and innovative

instructienai-Materiels will be available which reqUire Shifts in teaching

models and strategies,

Therefore, there appears to be a need staff developthent programs designed

to improve and increase the effectiveness of professional educators. On the basis.

30Wright, et. al. , op. cit. 1971-1972 ISD Field Test Assessment Report.

31Ibid.
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of the experience with the ISD program the following shduld,be considered when

designing staff development programs:.

1. Teachers are decision4akerS

Programe should be designed to provide. teachers with a broad base
t,

of understanding of teaching skills and behaviors as welles train7

ing in specific skills and behaviors.. This will assist teachers in

selecting the most appropriate strategy or behavior from a wide

range of alternatives

2. teaching process and curriculum materials

Program should be designed to assist teachers in modifying their

behaviors to be /congruent and consistent with 1) the intent of

the materials, 2) the theory on -which the materials were develOped,

3) the activities designed or suggested to achieve the objective

of the materials.

3. Modeling behaviors

Programs should proyide experienCes within the context or frame
o.

reference utililing the basic strategies or teaching. models which

.1
teachers are expected to implenent with .students in their Classroom.

,

Individualized

'Programs should'be designed With Consideration given to the range of

competencies,.levelsofreadinessandratefprogressofparticipants:

5. TheorY to Practice

I

Programs should-be designed so that experiences providedinclude oPpor!",

tunities for and experience in sensitization' understanding, practite,.

j
implementation and assessment. (Refer to Theory -to PraCticelModeli,

:page 12)..

tdComplex

Programs should be organized into logical systematic sequences so the



J

more sophisticated and complex skills and behaviors are added to the

simpler and more commonly known teaching behaViors or methods.

7. Feedback and Assessment

Programs shOuld provide for continuous feedback to participants about

their progress in terms of program objectives and subsequent experiences..

should build on the demonstrated competencies or provide opportunities

for remediation.

tit
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